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Publisher policies on pre-published content 

 

The table below summarizes the policies of several publishers regarding the reuse in a graduate 
thesis/dissertation of material that has been previously published in an article format by these 
publishers. If the publisher with whom you have published a previous article is listed here, you 
do not need to request permission to reuse the content. If the publisher is not listed here, you 
need to check with your advisor if the copyright of your published article belongs to the authors 
or the publisher, and contact the publisher for permission to reuse the material in your thesis/ 
dissertation if the copyright remains with the publisher. In all cases, you need to give the full 
reference of your article in your thesis/dissertation and when you upload your thesis/dissertation 
on the Vireo website. 

 

Publisher Reuse of author's previously published article in author's thesis 
  

American 
Association for the 
Advancement of 
Science (AAAS) 

ALLOWS, with these special requirements for theses made available 
electronically: 
"the accepted version of the paper before Science's copy editing and 
production of the Work should be used and a link to the Work on the 
Science website included." 

  
American Chemical 
Society 

ALLOWS, with these special requirements: 
Author should secure written confirmation (via letter or email) from the 
respective ACS journal editor(s) to avoid potential conflicts with journal 
prior publication/embargo policies. Appropriate citation of the Published 
Work must be made. If the thesis or dissertation to be published is in 
electronic format, a direct link to the Published Work must also be 
included using your ACS Articles on Request link (see Policy on Theses 
and Dissertations) 

  
American 
Geophysical Union 

ALLOWS, with these special requirements: 
"permissible as long as proper attribution is made to the published 
article." 

  
American Institute of 
Physics 

ALLOWS 

  
American Physical 
Society 

ALLOWS 

  
American Society for 
Biochemistry and 
Molecular Biology 

ALLOWS 
Applies to Journal of Biological Chemistry, Molecular & Cellular 
Proteomics and the Journal of Lipid Research 

  
American Society for 
Clinical Investigation 

ALLOWS 
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American Society for 
Microbiology 

ALLOWS 

  
Association for 
Computing 
Machinery (ACM) 

ALLOWS 

  
Elsevier ALLOWS 
  
IEEE ALLOWS, with this special requirement: 

Requires copyright notice. 
  
Institute of Physics ALLOWS 
  
National Academy of 
Sciences 

ALLOWS 

  
Nature  ALLOWS 
  
Royal Society of 
Chemistry 

ALLOWS 
Reuse of material that was published originally by the Royal Society of 
Chemistry must be accompanied by the appropriate acknowledgement 
of the publication. The form of the acknowledgement is dependent on 
the journal in which it was published originally (see 
http://www.rsc.org/journals-books-databases/journal-authors-
reviewers/licences-copyright-permissions/#reuse-permission-requests) 

  
Springer ALLOWS 
  
Taylor & Francis ALLOWS, with this requirement: "provided that acknowledgement to 

prior publication in the relevant Taylor & Francis journal is made 
explicit." 

  
Wiley ALLOWS, subject to any individual journal guidelines to the contrary. 
 


